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                                                                     Section – A (Reading)
1. Read the following passage carefully and answer the following questions:-

(A)The first flags were probably in China. People flew flags in China over 4,000 years ago. Each part of the 
army had its own flag so the soldiers could see their leaders. Early flags were sticks of wood. They had 
pictures cut into the wood. Iran had metal flags about 3,000 years ago. Old Greek coins show pictures of 
flags. People in Rome also used flags over 2,000 years ago. People first made flags of cloth about 2,000 
years ago. Those flags looked like today’s flags. Flags are important at sea. Most ships fly their own 
country’s flag and the flag of the country they are visiting. When a ship flies only its own flag, it is 
ready to fight. Every country now has a flag. Every U.S. state has a flag. Clubs, tzzzzzzeams, and 
schools have flags. The Olympics has a flag. The Olympics flag has five rings of five colours. Each ring 
stands for or represents, a continent. It means that people from five continents – Africa, Asia, Europe, 
North America, and South America –come to play. Railway lines also use flags. Railway flags tell the 
trains what to do. For example, a red flag tells the train to stop, just like a stop sign. A blue, white, or 
green flag tells the train that it can go. A blue flag on the side of a train means someone is working on 
the train. It means nobody can move the train.

        1) The first flags were made of…
            a. wood                        b. cloth                           c. rings                        d. metal
        2) How many flags do most ships fly?
            a. 0                              b. 1                                  c. 2                            d. 3
        3) The Olympics flag has…
            a. five rings                  b. five colours               c. five countries         d. Both A and B are correct.
        iv) A white flag tells a train that…
            a. it can go.                  b. it should stop.             c. it has to be careful. d. nobody can move the train.
        v) People flew the first flag
            a. less than 2,000 years ago.                                 b. about 2,000 years ago.
            c. about 3,000 years ago.                                     d. more than 4,000 years ago.

(B) Education is no longer restricted to bookish knowledge and four walls of schools, colleges and       
universities. Apart from the activities in the classrooms, laboratories and libraries a student has an 
opportunity to find out and express his hidden potential in the form of various extracurricular     
activities. Youth festivals are the best platforms for such activities. It is essential for all round development 
of a student that he should participate in one or the other activity. There are many extracurricular activities 
some of them are declamation, debate, histrionics, mimicry, painting, music, dance, singing poetical 
recitation etc. Mere classroom studies make it boring and monotonous and students need some outlet for their
energies. They need opportunities and for entertainment also. Youth festivals are the spice of     
academic life. When students prepare for various items, they have a sense of achievement, a sense  of    doing
something useful. Preparing the stage for the show, receiving the guest artists from other institutions       
and looking after them inculcate in them a sense of responsibility, co-operation and tolerance. As the 
competitions of these youth festivals are organized among students of almost the same age, they get rid of 
stage phobia. They no longer feel shy of the audience and the stage. They learn to face the audience.      
Youth festivals ate the best means to search the talent among the youth. These budding artists will become 
the singers, actors and orators of tomorrow. Youth festivals prove to be the stepping stones for the future real 
life. The absence of youth festivals makes student life insipid and boring. As such, students take to 
subversive activities. If they remain busy in preparing for competition in youth  festivals their time is used in 
a productive and fruitful way.



(i). Education is not merely –
a. theoretical but also practical                    b. useful in learning and teaching both
c. entertaining but instructive also              d. job giver but also an entertainer .
(ii). ________are essential for the development of a student’s personality :
a. health and happiness                                b. teaching and learning
c. extracurricular activities                          d. recreational activities
(iii). Youth festivals produce________ among the students.
a. a sense of competition                             b. a sense of co-existence
c. a sense of co- operation                          d. confidence
(iv). Youth festivals prepare the future –
a. leaders politicians                                   b. singers, actors and orators.
c. diplomats and politicians.                       d. teachers and researchers.
(v). Find out the word from the passage which means the same ‘abnormal fear’:
a. budding                                                   b. participate.
c. restricted                                                 d. phobia

    2. In the sentences given below fill in the blanks with suitable preposition. 

a. Nafeesa is afraid _____ spiders. (to, of, for)
b. He looks upset, I think he took the criticism ____ heart. ( in, for, to)
c. She suffers _____ a heart disease. ( at, to, from)
d. The teacher set some homework ____ the end of the lesson. (at, on, in)

 
3. Rearrange the following words to make a meaningful sentences.               

a. dog/ Rahul/with /his/ pet/playing/enjoys
b. the/ please/not/do/on/grass/step
c. brother/an/wants/to/be/my/astronaut
d. was/performance/impressed/with/quite/his/ I

4. The following passage has not been edited. There is an error in each line against 
which a blank is given. Write the incorrect word and the correction in the space 
provided.                                                                                                        

                                                                                
         The prices of all the things have gone high.                         Incorrect      Correct
         It is difficulty for the common                                        (a)  _______       ________
         man to survives. There are many                                    (b) _______        ________
         jobless youth in the country which                                 (c)  _______       ________
         are moving towards criminals.                                        (d)  _______      ________
            

Section – D (Literature)

5. Answer the following questions.                                                                          

a. What is Soapy’s first idea to get arrested?

b. What is the theme of the story ‘The Cop and the Anthem’?                                 

c. Who saw the spirit of dog in his dream?                                                                                                                          

d. Where was the pine tree located?                                                                     

6. Write the meaning of the following words:                                                        



a. Withered
b. Mortar
c. Daimios
d. Snug

 

                                        

                                


